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Introduction. Limits of sequences of Kleinian groups have been
investigated by many authors (cf. Abikoff [1], Bers [2], Chuckrow [3],
Marden [4]). Let {wn}n=1 be a sequence of quasiconformal automorphisms
of the extended complex plane C compatible with a Kleinian group Γ
such that wnΓw~ι converges to a group of Moebius transformations in
the sense of generator convergence. Then there exists an isomorphism
φG of Γ onto G (Chuckrow [3, Theorem 6]). The group G is called a
cusp if there exists a loxodromic element y of Γ such that φQ(i) is
parabolic. Though cusps play important roles in the theory of Kleinian
groups, even the existence of cusps is unknown in general. Let Γ be
a finitely generated torsion free Fuchsian group of the first kind keeping
U and L, the upper and the lower half planes, invariant. In this note
we show the existence of cusps which are limits of sequences {w^w^1}^
of quasi-Fuchsian groups, where the automorphisms wn of C are not
conformal but quasi-conformal in U U L. This is an affirmative answer
to the problem raised by Marden [4, p. 290]

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to the referee
for various valuable suggestions without which this note would never
have attained the present clarity.

1. Preliminaries. Let G be a group of Moebius transformations
acting on the Riemann sphere C = CU{°°}. The ordinary set Ω(G) of
G is the maximal subset of C where G acts discontinuously. The group
G is said to be Kleinian if Ω{G) is not void and if C — Ω(G) contains
more than two points. If a Kleinian group keeps the upper half plane U
invariant, then the group is said to be Fuchsian. Throughout this note
Γ denotes a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind without
elliptic elements. Let F be a quasi-conformal automorphism of C com-
patible with Γ, that is, FΓF"1 is again Kleinian. Then F induces a
quasi-conformal homeomorphism / of the quotient space Ω(Γ)/Γ onto
Ω{FΓF-γ)IFΓF~ι with ΠoF=foπ, where Π: ΩiFΓF'1) -> ΩiFΓF^/FΓF-1

and π: Ω(Γ) —> Ω(Γ)/Γ are natural projections.

A set {«*}?=! of simple analytic loops on a Riemann surface is said
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to be homotopically independent, if the following is satisfied:
( i ) αέ and aβ are mutually disjoint, 1 <; i < j <; q,
(ii) at is not freely homotopic to aβ, 1 ^ i < j <; q,

and
(iii) α* bounds neither a disc nor a punctured disc, 1 <* i <, q.
Let {aj?=1 c U/Γ and {αjt^+i c L/Γ be homotopically independent sets

of loops, where L is the lower half plane. Then we can find a doubly
connected region Dt containing at with Cl Dt ΓΊ Cl D5 — 0, 1 <; i < j <; g.
Let {jPn}n=i be a sequence of quasi-conformal automorphisms of C com-
patible with Γ and keeping three points in Ω(Γ) — π"1(U?=iα*) invariant
such that on any set EcΩ(Γ) — π'WJUiOti) Fn is uniformly iί(£r)-quasi-
conformal and such that fn(Dt) is conformally equivalent to the annulus
1 < \z\ < n,l <z ί ^ q. Then Γ is said to be pinched along {αJJU by
{Fn}~=i if n tends to oo.

A sequence of Moebius transformations z —> (anz + bn)/(cnz + dn) is
said to converge to another z —> (α« + δ)/(c« + d) if αn, δn, cn and dn

converge to a, b, c and d, respectively. A group of Moebius transforma-
tions generated by glt7l, , gUn is said to converge to that generated by
gu '"9gt in the sense of generator convergence, if g8yn converges to g8,
1 ^ 8 ^ t. Denote by r(a<) the set of all elements of Γ keeping a com-
ponent of π~1{ai) invariant.

2. Statement of Theorem. The purpose of this note is to prove
the following, which gives an answer to a problem raised by Marden [4,
p. 290].

THEOREM. Let Γ be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first
kind without elliptic elements. Let {αJJU c U/Γ and {αj?=p+1 c L/Γ be
homotopically independent sets of geodesic loops such that (U?=i τ(ai)) ΓΊ
(U?=p+i Γ(αi)) consists only of the identity. If Γ is pinched along {αj?=i
by {Fn}n=u then there exists a subsequence {Fnje}ΐ=1 of {Fn}n=1 such that
Fn]ΓF~l converges to a Kleinian group in the sense of generator con-
vergence. Moreover FnkyF~l converges to a parabolic transformation for
each ye \jUiτ(at).

Bers [2] proved Theorem in the case p(q — p) = 0. See also Abikoff
[1]. Therefore we give a proof of Theorem in the case p(q — p) Φ 0.
Note that the second statement of Theorem is clear from Bers' logλ
inequality (Bers [2]) and the first one.

3. Lemmas. For two points xf y eC, denote by [x, y] the spherical
distance between x and y. For a loxodromic Moebius transformation g,
which may be hyperbolic, denote by ς(g) and ς'(g) the attracting and
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repelling fixed points, respectively. First we state a well-known result
without proof.

LEMMA 1. Let {zitn}»=1 and {3j,n}»=1 be sequences of points of C con-
verging to Zi and z\, respectively, 1 ^ i ^ 3, such that the sequences
{[Zi,n, «i,n]}ϊ=i and {[z'i>n, z'j>n\}~=1 are bounded away from zero, 1 <; i < j ^
3. Let {hn}^ι be a sequence of Moebius transformations with hn(zUn) =
z'i,n, 1 <ί i ^ 3. Then hn converges to a Moebius transformation.

LEMMA 2. Let G be a Kleinian group keeping a region Ωo invariant.
Let {wn}n=i be a sequence of quasi-conformal automorphisms of C compatible
with G such that for each region A c Ωo the restriction wn \ A of wn to
A is uniformly K(A)-quasί-conformal. Assume the existence of a loxo-
dromic element gofG and of a point zQ of Ωo such that wngw~ι converges to
a parabolic transformation and such that {[wn(z0), ξ(wngw~ι)\ι™=1 is bounded
away from zero. Then, for each region B c Ωo there exists a subsequence
{wnje}ΐ=1 such that wn]c\B converges to a K(B)-quasi-conformal homeomor-
phism uniformly on B and such that wn]Gw~l

k converges to a group of
Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. Since wngw~ι converges to a parabolic transformation,
[ξiw^w'1), ξ'iWngw'1)] converges to zero. Therefore, both {[wn(z0),
ξlwngw-1)]}^! and {[wn(z0), g(wngw-l)~\}~=1 are bounded away from zero,
and so is {[(wngwzι)u(Wn(**)\ (wngw-y{wn(zM^ι = {\.Wn(g\zQ)), wn{gυ(z0))]}~=1,
0 ^ u < v ^ 2. Let {gu - - , gt} be a system of generators for G. Let
B e Ωo be a region containing the set B U {gu(zQ); 0 <; u <; 2} U {gi(Zi); 1 ^
1 <: 3, 0 <; j <: 1, 1 <̂  s ^ t}, where zi is a point of Ωo. Since {wn\B}»=1 is
a normal family (Lehto-Virtanen [5, p. 73]), there exists a subsequence
{wnfc}"=i of {wn}~=1 such that wnjc | B converges to a mapping W of B. Since
[W{gu(z0)\ W(gv(z0))] > 0, 0 ^ u < v £ 2, the mapping TF is a i£(J3)-quasi-
conformal homeomorphism of B (Lehto-Virtanen [5, p. 74]). Therefore
wn]c IB converges to a i£CB)-quasi-conformal homeomorphism of B. In
Lemma 1, we put ziΛ = wnjfcfo), z\h = wnk(g8(z%)) and Λ,. = wnjcg8w~l to obtain
that wnjegsw~l converges to a Moebius transformation, 1 <; s ^ t, so that
wn]Gw~l converges to a group of Moebius transformations in the sense
of generator convergence.

LEMMA 3. Let G be a Kleinian group keeping a region Ωo invariant.
Let {wn}^! be a sequence of quasi-conformal automorphisms of C compatible
with G such that for each region A c f i 0 the restriction wn\A of wn to
A is uniformly K(A)-quasi-conformal. Let gλ and g2 be loxodromic
elements of G such that gt and g2 are not commutative. Assume that
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both w^^w"1 and wng2w~ι converge to parabolic transformations. Then
for each region B c ΩQ there exists a subsequence {wnjfc}£=i of {wn}»=1 such
that wnjc IB converges to a K(B)-quasi-conformal homeomorphism of B
uniformly on B and such that wn]Gw~\ converges to group of Moebius
transformations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. Since g1 and g2 are not commutative, neither are g1 —
lim^oo wng{w~λ and g2 = lim^oo wng2w~ι (Chuckrow [3]). Therefore the fixed
point of gx and that of g2 are distinct from each other. So {[Siw^w'1),
ζ(wng2w~1)]}n=i is bounded away from zero. Let z0 be a point Ωo. Then
there exists a subsequence {wn]t}ΐ=1 of {wJϊU such that at least one of
{[Wnk(zo), ί K f l f i ^ l ^ i a n d ilwnk(Zo), ξ{w nkg 2w~ιJ\}t=ι is bounded away from
zero. Using Lemma 2, we obtain the desired conclusion.

Let A c C be a domain with more than two boundary points. Then,
as is well known, the Poincare metric pA{z) \ dz | with the negative constant
curvature —1 can be defined on A. We denote by d(z', z"\ A) the distance
measured by pA(z)\dz\.

LEMMA 4. Let {wn}™=1 be a sequence of K-quasi-conformal homeomor-
phisms of a domain Ao with more than two boundary points and let zf

and z" be points of Ao. Then d{wn(z'), wn(z"); An) is bounded, where
An = wn(AQ).

PROOF. Let Δn — {| ζ | < 1} be the universal covering surface of An

with the natural projection πnj n — 0, 1, . Let wn be the ίΓ-quasi-
conformal homeomorphism of AQ onto Δn keeping 0 and 1 invariant such
that wnπQ = πnwn. Let ζ' and ζ" be points of z/0 with fro(ζ') = zr and
τro(ζ") = z", respectively. Then d{wn{z'\ wn(z"); An)^d(wnp, wn(ζ"); Δn)<,
Φκ'd(ζ', ζ"; Λ), where φκ is a positive constant depending only on K
(Lehto-Virtanen [5, p. 65]). Thus we have proved Lemma 4.

4. Proof of Theorem. In this section we give the proof of Theorem,
which are divided into Lemmas 5-14.

For the sake of simplicty, we merely say that a sequence {xn}n=i
converges when a subsequence of {#n}~=1 does. This convention will be
valid from here to the end of this note.

Let Ωx be a component of U — τc~\\Jp

i=1 at) and ά a bounded component
of π~\\J^=1 cti) lying on the boundary dΩ1 of Ωx. Let δ be a hyperbolic
element of the stabilizer subgroup Stabα = {76Γ; τ(α) = a) of a in Γ.
Denote by A the anti-conformal automorphism of C mapping z into the
complex conjugate of z. By the assumption that (Uf=i τ(ai)) Π (U<=P+I Γ(«<))

consists only of the identity, we can find a component Ω* of L —
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^ ( U U + i β i ) with A{&) Π Ωf Φ 0 .

If Λ(a)<zΩί, then we fix a point Ci of Λ(α). If Λ{ά) <£ Ω?, then we
denote by τjt the point on dΩ? Π Λ(α) such that the hyperbolic half line
joining ηx to the repelling fixed point of 8 does not meet Ωf. Let a be
the hyperbolic segment joining ηx to δOft). Let ηl9 , ^_!, ^ = δ(^) be
the complete list of TΓ""1(U?=P+I #0 Γί cc such that % separates ηz_x from
^β+1, 2 <; β ^ ί — 1. Denote by θ9 the component of π~\\jUP+i ai) containing
Ύ]3 and by ζ s the fixed point of some γ s e Stab θs in the bounded domain
surrounded by Cl (α U 4(α)), 1 ^ 8 ^ ί.

In either case, let wn be the quasi-conformal automorphism of C

keeping ξ(8), d and δ(d) invariant with the same Beltrami coefficient on

C as Fn.

LEMMA 5. The loxodromic transformation wnδw~λ converges to a

parabolic one.

PROOF. Let h be the Moebius transformation mapping ζlf δ(d) and
ξ(δ) into 0, 1 and oo, respectively. Then δn = hwjw^h'1 is of the form
z —> anz + bn. Since 1 = δn(0) = bn and since an -> 1 (Bers [2]), <?n converges
to a parabolic transformation, so does wnδw~ι = h~ιδnh.

LEMMA 6. // Λ{ά)aΩf, then w^Stabβ*)^ 1 converges to a group
of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. Note that for each region AcΩ*f the restriction of wn to
A is uniformly iΓ(A)-quasi-conformal by the definition of pinching defor-
mations. By Lemma 5, wjw'1 converges to a parabolic transformation.
Note that wn{Q = dei t f and ξ(wnδw?) = wn(ξ(S)) = ξ(d). Then {[wn(Q,
ξiWnδwζ1)]}^! is bounded away from zero. So our assertion is evident
from Lemma 2.

LEMMA 7. If Λ{ά) φ Ωf, then for each component i3* of L — π~ι

(ΌUp+itti) with Ω* Π Λ(a) Φ 0 , ^ ( S t a b β * ) ^ " 1 converges to a group of
Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. Let Ωf be the component of L — π~\UUp+i «t) whose closure
contains both θs and θ8+1. Then both j 8 and γ8 + 1 belong to Stabi28*. Since
Σί=i [wn(ζβ), wn(ζ,+1)] ^ [wn(Ci), ^n(Cί)] = [ζi, C«], there exists an integer r 6
{1, , t - 1} such that {[wn(Cr), wn(Cr+i)]}ϊ=i is bounded away from zero.
Let {fcn}«=i be a sequence of Moebius transformations converging to a
Moebius transformation such that hn(wn(ζr)) = 0 and hn(wn(ζr+1)) == oo.
Then τ r > n = hnwnΊrw^h-λ is of the form z -> anz/(cnz + α"1) and 7r+i,n =
hnwnηrJrXw-χh~λ is of the form s -^ (^nz + vn)ju~\ It was proved in Bers
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[2] that limn^ooα^ = 1 and lim^^ u\ = 1. By Lemma 5, wjw"1 converges
to a Moebius transformation, and so does hnWjbw^h*1. Therefore, on
applying a result of Chuckrow [3, Lemma 4] to the two generator groups
<7r,n, KwJw-'K1) and {yr+1,nihnwJw-lKl), we see that l i m ^ cn Φ 0 and
lim^oo vnφ0. Assume that l im^^c n = oo. For a point z* e Ω*, at least one
of {hnwn{z*)}Z=, and {Ύr+ltn(hnwn(z*))}ΐ=1 = {u2jhnwn(z*)) + M»IU?=I is bounded
away from zero. Denote the point by zn. Then lim^oo 7r,n(zn) = 0 since
limn_ooCn= oo and since limn_>oo |αn | = l . Note that the point zo = (hnwn)~\zn) e
Ωf is constant. Let ζn e {z eC; \z\ = 1} be a point in the limit set of the
quasi-Fuchsian group h^JΓw^h^1 which contains both 0 and oo. Let
ACLΩ* be a region containing z0 and 7r(z0) By Lemma 2 we see that

oo > M ^ d(hnwn(z0), hnwn(yr(z0)); Kwn(A))

^ d(«», 7r,»0O; C - {0, ζn}) -^ oo , as w -> oo .

Because of this contradiction, we see that lim^ooC,, is a non-zero and
finite complex number and that γr>7l converges to a parabolic transforma-
tion. In the same way as above, we can prove that Ύr+1,n also converges
to a parabolic transformation. By Lemma 3, λnwn(Stab Ωf)w~ιh~x con-
verges to a group of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator
convergence, and so does wn(Stab Ωf)w~\ Set 7s+ί_i = ch^S"1 and £?+*_! =
δ(ΰ*), s = 2, -. ., r - 1. Note that Σ ί ί ί ϊ ϊ [f(wn7.+1wr), £(w»7.*O] ^
[ίC^nTt+r-i^^1), fC^nTr+iWί1)]. Assume that the left hand side of the
above inequality converges to zero. Then so does the right hand side.
Since two parabolic transformations 7 r + 1 = limn_M w^r+iw;"1 and 7t+r_i =
\imn^ wnyt+r^w'1 = limn^00wjw-1 wr7nw~1 wndw~1 have a common fixed
point limn-oo ξ(wnyr+1w~1)f we see that 7 r + 1 and 7ί+r_i are commutative.
On the other hand, since yr+1 and 7ί+r_i are not commutative, neither
are 7r+i and 7ί+r_i (Chuckrow [3, Theorem 6]). This is a contradiction.
So we can find some 7me{yr+1, •• ,7ί+ί._2} such that {[ξ(wnΊmw-1),
ίC^nΎm+i^ί1)]}^! is bounded away from zero. In the same way as above,
we can prove that wn (Stab β*)^" 1 converges to a group of Moebius
transformations in the sense of generator convergence. Therefore so
does wn(StabΩf)w~\ where s = m if 1 <L m <^ t — 1, and s = m — t + 1
if t^m ^t + r — 1. Note that s is distinct from r. Repeat this pro-
cedure finitely many times. Then wn(Stab Ωt)w~ι converges to a group
of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence, 1 ^
s <; t — 1. Let i2* be a component of L — ^"XULp+i #0 with Λ(ά) ί l f l * ^
0 . Then there exist some se{l, , t) and some integer I with Stabi2* =
<5*(Stab Ωf)δ~ι. Since ^ n (Stab Ωt)w~ι converges to a group of Moebius
transformations in the sense of generator convergence, so does
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wn(Stab Ω*)w~' = wj'w-1 wn(Stab Ωf)w~λ wj~lw~\ Thus we complete the
proof of Lemma 7.

LEMMA 8. The Kleinian group wn(Stab Ω^)w~ι converges to a group
of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. First we consider the case where Λ{π~\\Jq

i=p+1 at) Π dΩ?) Π
Ω1 = 0 . In this case it holds that Ω1aΛ{Ωf), so that Stab Ω1a Stab Ω?.
Then our assertion is clear by Lemmas 6 and 7.

Next we consider the other case. Then there exists a component
α* of π-\\jUP+i OL%) n dΩ? with Λ ( α * ) n £ i ^ 0 . If A(a*)<zΩl9 then a
7* e Stab α* belongs to Stab Ω1 Π Stab Ω*. Since loxodromic transforma-
tions δ and 7* are not commutative and since both wnδw~ι and w^wΰ1

converge to parabolic transformations by Lemmas 5 and 6, our assertion
is evident from Lemma 3. If A(a*) ς£ Ωu then we use Lemma 7 here.
Let hn be the Moebius transformation mapping ζiWnδw*1), ξiw^δj*'^'1)
and ξiWn^Wn1) into 0, 1 and 00, respectively. Since all wnδw~\ wnΊ*δΊ*~ιw~ι

and w^Wn1 converge to parabolic transformations by Lemmas 5, 6 and
7, all points lim^ ξiwjw-1), l i m ^ £(wn7*δ7*~ιw~ι) and lim^ζiwrfwz1)
are distinct from one another (Chuckrow [3, Theorem 6]). Therefore hn

converges to a Moebius transformation by Lemma 1. In Lemma 7 we
put a — α*, Ωx = Ω* and wn = hnwn to obtain the conclusion that hnwn

(Stab Ω^w^h'1 converges to a group of Moebius transformations in the
sense of generator convergence. Therefore wn(Stab Ω^)w~ι also does, and
we have proved Lemma 8.

Here we show an auxiliary lemma for our later use.

LEMMA 9. Let {GJi67 and {Gj}jeJ be families of Kleinian groups.
Let {wn}n=i and {w'n}^=1 be sequences of quasi-conformal automorphisms of
C compatible with each Gi and with each G'j9 respectively, such that wn

and w'n have the same Beltrami coefficients and such that wJjΓiWZ1 and
w\G]w'~λ converge to groups of Moebius transformations for each iel
and j e J. Assume that Gλ Π G[ contains a non-elementary Kleinian
group. Then wnG'άw~ι converges to a group of Moebius transformations
in the sense of generator convergence for each j 6 J.

PROOF. Set hn — w'nw~\ Then hn is a Moebius transformation. Let
glt g2 and gd be loxodromic elements of G1Π G[ such that gx and gm

are not commutative, 1 ^ I < m ^ 3. Note that lim^oo wn (ζ(gi)) =
oo ξ(wngιw~1) Φ l i m ^ ξ(wngmw?) = l i m ^ wn(ξ(gm)) and that
eow ^flr,)) = l i m ^ ς (w^w'-1) Φ l i m ^ ς (w'^w'-1) = lim^w'ΛξigJ)

(Chuckrow [3, Theorem 6] and [6]). Then hn mapping wn(ξ(gm)) into
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w'n(ζ(gm)) converges to a Moebius transformation by Lemma 1. Since
W'JT'JW''1 converges to a group of Moebius transformations in the sense
of generator convergence, so does wnG'όw~ι = h*ι-w'nG'άw'zx'hn.

Now we return to the proof of Theorem.

LEMMA 10. Let Ω be a component of L — π~\\jUP+1 at) with A{Ω) n
QXΦ 0 . Then ww(Stab β ) ^ " 1 converges to a group of Moebius transfor-
mations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. First we consider the case where ^(^)ci2 x . Then Stabί2 =
Stab A{Ω) c Stab Ωx. Therefore our assertion is evident by Lemma 8.

Next we consider the other case. In this case there exists a component
of π^XUiU ai) Π dΩ± whose image under A meets Ω. Let alt •• , α M be
a maximal list of non-conjugate components of π'WJ^ aτ) Π dΩ1 under
Stab Ωx. As was shown in the proofs of Lemmas 6, 7 and 8, we can
find a sequence {w^jSU of quasi-conformal automorphisms of C such that
w%] has the same Beltrami differential as wn and such that for all com-
ponents Ω{l)'s of L-π-WjUp+iCti) with β α ) n Λ ( α O ^ 0 , ^ ( S t a b Ω J w ? - 1 and
wpiStab Ω^w^'1 converge to groups of Moebius transformations in the
sense of generator convergence, 1 :g I <Ξ m. Using Lemma 9 finitely
many times, we see that our assertion is true for each component Ω of
L — π~\\jUP+i oti) with Ω Π -4(U£Uαίι) ^ 0 Let Ω be an arbitrary com-
ponent of L — (Ui=P+i«i) meeting A&'WJJ^ at) f) dΩJ. Then there exist
an element 7 6 Stab ^ and a component fi of L — T Γ ' ^ U I P + I

 α i) meeting
Λ(UiΊi^i) such that β = y(Ω). Since ^^(StabiS)^"1 converges to a group
of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence, so
does wn(Stab Ω)w~x = wnΊw~γ w^Stab β ) ^ " 1 wnΊ~lfw~x. Thus we have
proved Lemma 10.

Let Ωf be a component of U — π~\\J^ at) such that il(fl') meets
some Ω which is a component of L — π~\\JUP+i^i) with A(Ω) f) ΩtΦ 0.
Then in the same way as in the proofs of Lemmas 6, 7, 8 and 10,
there exists a sequence {w'n)Z=ι of quasi-conformal automorphisms of C
such that w'n has the same Beltrami coefficient as wn and such that
w^(Stab Ω)w'~ι and w^(Stab Ω')w'~ι converge to groups of Moebius trans-
formations in the sense of generator convergence. Using Lemma 9, we
see that wΛ(Stab tyw'1 and wΛ(Stab Ω')w~x also do. Repeat this procedure
finitely many times. Then we have the following.

LEMMA 11. Let Ω\ — ,Ωι be a finite number of components of
Ω(Γ)'-π'~1(\JΪ=1ai). Then wΛ(Stab Ωk)w~ι converges to a group of Moebius
transformations in the sense of generator convergence, 1 ^ k ^ I.
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LEMMA 12. The Kleinian group wnΓw~ι converges to a group of
Moebius transformations in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. Let βu β2 and βs be components of π ^ d j t i «0 ΓΊ Ωx. Let
ζ(δk) be the attracting fixed point of a loxodromic element dk of Stab βk.
Let {7i, , T J be a system of generators for Γ. Let ω5s+k be a component
of Ω(Γ) - π-\\jUi(*t) such that the point 7.(5(ίfc)) = f^A?."1) is kept
invariant by an element of Stab ω3s+fc, 1 <. s <^ t, 1 <̂  & <; 3. It follows
from Lemma 11 that the group generated by {wΛ(Stab ω^w'1)}^ con-
verges to a group of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator
convergence. So {[wny8(ξ(δk))9 w»7,(£(δι))]}£U is bounded away from zero,
l^s^t,l^k<l^S (Chuckrow [3, Theorem 6]). Since wΛ(Stab Ω^w'1

converges to a group of Moebius transformations in the sense of generator
convergence, {[wn(£(δfc)), wn(ζ(δ,))]}SU = {[fW^,"1), δ ^ δ ^ - 1 ) ] } ^ is bounded
away from zero (Chuckrow [3, Theorem 6]). Therefore the Moebius
tranformation wnΊsw~γ mapping the point wn(ζ(δk)) to wn78(ζ(δk)) converges
to a Moebius transformation by Lemma 1, 1 ^ s <̂  t. Now we are done.

LEMMA 13. The group G = lim^oo wnΓw~ι is Kleinian.

PROOF. Let V c Ω(Γ) - π'WjUi oit) be a region such that Ύ(V) Π
V = 0 for each γ e Γ - {id}. By Lemmas 3 and 12, the restriction of wn

to V converges uniformly to a if(V>quasi-conformal homeomorphism W.
Assume the existence of an element g of G — {id} with g( W( V)) Π W( V) Φ 0.
Let 7 be the element of Γ — {id} such that lim^oo w^w'1 — g. Then, for
a sufficiently large integer n,

0 Φ {wnΊw~γ){wn{V)) n wn(V) = wn(y(V)) n wn(F) - ww(7(F) ΓiV) = 0 .

This contradiction implies that G is discontinuous, so that G is Kleinian.

LEMMA 14. The Kleinian group FnΓFΰ1 converges to a Kleinian
group in the sense of generator convergence.

PROOF. Set hn — wnF~\ which is a Moebius transformation. Let
ψl9 ψ2 and π/r3 be the points of Ω(Γ) — π^dJiU ai) kept invariant under
Fn. Then hn maps ψk to wn(ψk), 1 ^ & ̂  3. Let Ffc c Λ(Γ) - (JjLi «i)
be a region containing ^ , 1 ^ fc < 3. Then wn\\Jl=1Vk converges to a
^(ULi^J-Quasi-conformal homeomorphism. So {[wn(ψk), w»(ψ*ι)]}»=i is
bounded away from zero, 1 ^ fc < I <; 3. It follows from Lemma 1 that
few mapping ψk into wn(ψk) converges to a Moebius transformation. Since
wnΓw~ι converges to a Kleinian group in the sense of generator con-
vergence by Lemma 13, so does FnΓF~ι = h~n

ιwnΓw~1hn. Thus we complete
the proof of Theorem.
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